




You should know by now how powerful the 
Pentacle is as a symbol of protection. In 
fact, it is the most powerful symbol of                                                                                                             

protection to  Wiccans. You might find yourself                                                                                                                     
wondering, am I using my pentacle the right 
way? Am I making full use of its protective 
powers? If not, can I magnify its protective 

powers? The answer is, yes. Believe it or not, 
there is a right way and a wrong way to wear a 

pentaclE.

 Wherever you are, 
there will always be people 
who are uncomfortable with 
the sight of a pentacle. And it’s 
normal to fear being judged 
and mocked. But the pentacle 
should always be exposed to 
be able to protect you fully. 
Hence, the pentacle necklaces, 
pentacle earrings, and penta-
cle shirts, and so on. Consider 
yourself an educator, and take 
it upon yourself to dispel the 
myths about Wicca, which is 
a practice of certain Wiccan 
traditions like the Corellian 
Nativisists.

 There is not just the 
pentacle necklace, earrings, 
bracelets, and rings. There are 
more ways the get the most 
out of the pentacle’s protec-
tive powers. There are pillows, 
bags, notebooks, mugs, and 
whatnot. The more gaps to 
cover, the more protected you, 
your family, and your house 
will be.

 Yes, this is very im-
portant. And this includes all 
things that feature the pentacle 
especially when they are new 
and when you use them in 
magick. The thing is, things 
that carry the pentacle sym-
bol have this quality where 
they suck in the energy from 
the surroundings, and that 

1. AIM FOR MAXIMUM 
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MAGICK 

 includes the bad energy of 
the person who was packing 
it. Maybe that person had an 
argument or was having a bad 
day. You know, that sort of 

thing. 

 And anything that 
bears the pentacle symbol 
should be cleansed and blessed 
before your rituals and after 
your rituals. You wouldn’t 
wanna bring negative energy 
into your rituals, and when you 
are at your most vulnerable 
during, you wouldn’t wanna 
take it with you after your         
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 rituals.

 The best way to cleanse 
and consecrate anything is 
by using white sage or sage 
smudge sticks and let the              
object slice through the fumes 
of the burning sticks. 

4. CHOOSE A PENTACLE 
WITH CRYSTALS

 A pentacle with, say 
for example, four crystals will 
create a circle of protection 
around you. Crystals placed 
in the cardinal points, creates 
a space of protection. Four 
consecrated crystals placed on 

the ground forming a circle 
will make it hard for bad spirits 
and negative energy to cross or 
can even be used to trapped a 
spirit in the middle. The same 
concept applies to crystals in 
pendants, bracelets, and ear-
rings. This is why all magickal 
tools have to be blessed and 
consecrated before and after a 
ritual.

 There’s also the fact 
that crystals have not only                
protective powers, but 
also blocking, magnifying,                               
focusing, and healing powers 
as well, making them a favorite 
of healers and witches alike.

 So there you have 
it. I am sure there are more 
ways to use your pentacle for                 
protection but here are the 
most basic ways you need to 
have down pat. Hopefully this 
will help you, your family, and 
your home remain safe and 
always out of harm’s way.
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PENTACLE SPELL TO TURN YOUR 

WISH INTO A REALITY

 The first thing you 
should do before attempting 
this pentacle spell is to think 
about what you really want. 
What you want to happen 
should be clear in your head. 
Something like, “I want           
money,” or “I want a fit body,” 
or “I want to have a boyfriend.” 

What you will need:

Your pentacle necklace
A piece of paper
A pen

What you need to do:

 1. Wear your pentacle 
necklace around your neck. 
It should remain there at all 
times. 
 2. Using the pen, draw 
a pentacle on the piece of          
paper. 
 3. At the top point, 
write down “I,” which stands 
for who gets the wish.
 4. At the next point       
going clockwise, write down 
what you want. You can use 

symbols instead of words if 
you want. 
 5. At the next point, 
write down the place where 
you want your wish to be 
granted like at work, in your 
bank account, or at the gym. 
 6. At the next point, 
write down when you want 
this wish to become a reality. 
It is best to put a date that is 
not too soon. It takes time for a 
wish to become a reality. 
 7. At the last point, 
write down why you want this 



this wish to come true. Also 
include why you think you 
deserve it.
 8. Take a look at what 
you have made. 
 9. Looking at the  
drawing, hold on to your 
pentacle necklace and say out 
loud what you want to become 
a reality. Do this 3 times. This 
act will infuse your drawing 
with the energy of your desire. 
 10. Place the drawing 
where you can see it every 
day and whenever you pass 
the drawing, take in all the 
symbols you’ve drawn and the 
words you have written on the 
piece of paper. 
 11. Wait for the time 
come when you find the    
drawing to be annoying. Why? 
Because it means it is now 
ready to be released.
 12. Holding on to your 
pentacle necklace, say your 
wish 3 times. 
 13. Then, throw your 
hands in the air and yell your 
wish out loud. Feel the ener-
gy of your wish coming true         
surrounding you. 
 14. Burn the draw-
ing and wait for your wish to          
become a reality. 8



 This spell is a very       
simple one that just requires 
your pentacle necklace. This 
will not cause harm to anyone 
and will just get the person or 
thing out of your way.

 Whenever you feel 
someone or something                
annoying you, hold on to your 
pentacle necklace and visualize 
a pentacle with blue flames 
on the forehead of the person            
annoying you or the thing 
annoying you. 

Say to yourself:

“I banish you,
In the name of the Divine!”

PENTACLE SPELL TO GET RID 

OF AN ANNOYING
PERSON OR THING
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What you need:

1 Goddess candle

1 Banishing Black Candle

1 Pink Invoking Candle

Incense (Sage, cedar, rosemary 
or pine)

Blessing Oil

Matches

Your pentacle necklace  (pref-
erably with black onyx)

An affirmation necklace

Wand

What you need to do:

1. Place the Goddess candle in 
the center of the altar.

2. Place the black candle on the 
left side of the altar.

3. Place the pink candle on the 
right side of the altar. 

4. Put on your pentacle         
necklace and the affirmation 
necklace before starting with 
your blessing.

5. Light the incense. 

6. Anoint the candles with the 
blessing oil.

7. Light the black banishing 
candle and visualize your           
intent to banish your feelings 
of depression.

8. Light the Goddess candle 
and Invoke joy and self-love 
while saying:

“Dear mother of wisdom and 
grace, 

I need your help. 
I choose to banish my

 depression,
and ask for joy and

 peace of mind. 
Help me in my spell tonight.”

9. Focus on the flame of the 
black candle and think of all 
the things that you need to 
change. Hold on to your penta-
cle necklace. Think of the rea-
sons for your depression and 
pain and acknowledge your 
anger and your rage. Focus all 
of these negative feelings into 
the black candle. 

10. Shout "NO!" in your loud-
est voice and and blow the 
candle out in a quick motion. 

11. As the smoke rises from the 
extinguished candle, feel all the 
negativity dissolving in the air. 

12. Now light the pink invok-
ing candle. Focus on it and 
think of all the good things 
in your life. Hold on to your 
affirmation necklace. For every 
negative thought you got rid 
of, replace it with positive a 
thing. Think of gratefulness, 
thankfulness, and happiness. 
Remember your good quali-
ties. 

13. Allow the pink candle to 
burn out by itself. 

14. Bury what remains of the 
black candle and the incense in 
the ground. 

15. Keep wearing your pentacle 
and affirmation necklace. 
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